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INTROD U C T ION

Past as Prologue

Today’s nationalist political climate, globally, though especially in America, is
altogether at odds with the argument of A Democratic Enlightenment: The Rec
onciliation Image, Aesthetic Education, Possible Politics. So wholly at odds that
my work’s core ideas—all of which are included in its title—have gone unrecognized despite circulating in one of the most ubiquitous media of popular
culture: film. Consequently, as I now introduce these ideas the danger exists
they may be regarded as utopian even though they are in the process of taking
shape in an advanced visual medium that is also our most advanced visual
art form. For all the while they are beginning to crystallize in film, and in cinematic images announcing their cultural arrival and registering their political
presence, they may appear chimerical in a political context hostile as well as
deaf and blind to them.
In A Democratic Enlightenment I advance the possibility that a radically new
type of enlightenment is emerging in our own dark democratic and most unlikely of political times. A “democratic” enlightenment is proceeding by way
of an aesthetic education that in its earlier stages had relied on the “reconciliation image,” as I call it, which had appeared in traditional art forms to teach
an ideal of reconciliation ending identity’s violence toward difference. At its
present, more advanced stage, a democratic enlightenment relies on the pedagogy of the reconciliation image in film to teach that same political lesson.

The possibility of a democratic enlightenment thus emerges from a genealogical history of visual images of reconciliation, from a past that is prologue
to the reconciliation image in film, which envisions a possible politics of reconciliation transforming identity’s relation to difference. This new type of enlightenment derives its democratic character from the universality of cinema,
which extends beyond the borders of modern democracies themselves, and
from an ideal of reconciliation unequaled for including other core democratic
values it also exceeds.
Before turning to my chapter descriptions, I propose to accomplish three
things in this introduction. I want to first explain my reasons for writing this
book, which are rooted in my deep ambivalence about the relationship between liberal democratic politics and the liberal private sphere, where vio
lence toward difference is often bred, even though it may not be born there.
While the private sphere is one of liberalism’s greatest achievements, I also
recognize it sets limits to liberal politics by erecting obstacles to political remediation that liberalism could only overcome through an antiliberal, Rousseauian erasure of privacy. Teaching an ideal of the reconciliation of identity
and difference through the reconciliation image, however, by means of aesthetic education a democratic enlightenment could penetrate to the heart of
the liberal private sphere to address a problem beyond the reach of liberal
politics and its rule of law.
Second, I want to explain each of the core ideas of this work. Before I do,
though, since A Democratic Enlightenment will no doubt appear as an overly
ambitious if not presumptuous project for my interest in identifying an enlightenment successor to its modern European predecessor, at the outset of
this introduction I must add an important caveat. Even if a democratic enlightenment is in the process of coming to pass, as I believe, I am not claiming
the enlightenment project I theorize over the course of this book w
 ill shape
the future of modernity as the European Enlightenment shaped its recent
past. By the time this introduction concludes, though, it will be apparent I am
claiming that however modest the impact of a democratic enlightenment on
the liberal private sphere, it is not only as important as the European Enlightenment. For those who above all value difference, the most h uman as well as
most democratic of values, it is more so.
Finally, although I find a democratic enlightenment to be philosophically
quite different from its European predecessor, I trace the development of the
former in relation to the latter after explaining a democratic enlightenment’s
core theoretical terms. Here I want to establish the continuity as well as the
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differences between the emergence of a democratic enlightenment and its Eu
ropean forerunner by suggesting their historical relationship is genealogical in
the antipositivistic, antiscientistic senses belonging to Nietzsche’s, Bergson’s,
Foucault’s, Deleuze’s, Bennett’s, and Connolly’s thought. For each thinker, genealogy refers to a developmental path that is neither causal nor teleological
but which becomes evident through a series of connections and resemblances
between earlier and later events. While a democratic enlightenment emerges
out of its relation to an e arlier enlightenment, being “latent or potential,” in
Bergson’s terms, it appears not as a determined, inevitable event but as a pos
sibility.1 If such a possibility does indeed appear chimerical today, that is a
commentary on the times in which we live and not the possibility itself.
WH Y A D EM O C
 R AT I C E N L I G HT E N M E N T ?

A Democratic Enlightenment originates in my abiding concern with the longsettled prejudice toward difference in Western democratic societies, difference’s normalized construction as the racialized, gendered, sexualized, and
Semitic “other.” In whatever subtle or unsubtle forms of marginalization, exclusion, or discrimination this prejudice takes, for my purposes they are as
much forms of violence toward difference as its extermination. Yet the normalized condition of otherness is only part of what I find distressing. Equally
problematic is the way those who have struggled against violence toward difference in modern liberal democracies have formulated their opposition to it.
Juridical institutions have little by little enforced the rights of the other
to make strides t oward ending discrimination and to prevent the extermination of otherness. And even as nationalism today reaches near pathological
extremes, on the one hand in reaction to waves of refugees and immigrants
fleeing war, violence, and poverty fueled or caused by neoliberal and nationalist regimes, and on the other by revealing and emboldening inveterate, subterranean racism, anti-Semitism, misogyny, and homophobia its divisiveness
then feeds off of, formal-legal systems and their political allies have pursued
policies ameliorating the conditions of the other. Paradoxically, though, opponents of the cultural constructions of otherness have become their unwitting collaborators by framing debate about the relationship between democracy and difference in a way limiting ameliorative policies to “inclusiveness.”
Beyond this remedy for the violence toward difference defined by its liberal
opposition, there is no recognition of possible reforms exceeding the narrow
framework of this liberal political imaginary.
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To be sure, I am not denying that juridical protections of constitutional
rights furthering the inclusiveness of difference continue to steadily and successfully bring an end to much of the violence difference as otherness suffers
in modern democracies. Surely this is proven in America and other democracies by the g reat achievements of the civil rights, feminist, and gay rights
movements, and to an extent by the unfortunately too modest accomplishments of political struggles for the rights of immigrants who suffer so terribly
today. But inclusiveness does not end, and can and does coexist alongside, the
construction of difference as otherness in the liberal private sphere. It is the
private sphere that is home to xenophobic communities of dominant genders,
races, sexualities, religions, and ethnicities, to identities whose self-ascribed
truths are constituted through constructions of otherness perpetuating vio
lence toward difference.
Since it is in the liberal private sphere, beneath the threshold of the law and
politics, where everyday violence toward difference flourishes unabated in
ordinary social relations, it w
 ill not do to argue that so long as juridical institutions and their constitutional protections of difference are not v iolated, what
goes on in the private sphere cannot be condemned. As Western democracies
have discovered in the past and present, no sooner are they plagued by serious internal problems or external pressures than the violence toward difference confined to the private sphere is mobilized, intensified, and expanded by
those eager to exploit its ethnocentrism to assign blame and capture political
power. Festering in the private sphere, violence toward difference threatens
infinitely greater political dangers than when openly in contempt of the law,
where it can be confronted and contained. But this begs the question. How
can the liberal political imaginary be expanded beyond inclusiveness to transform its private sphere?
If war is to be waged against violence toward difference where it thrives
beneath the threshold of politics and the law, the liberal private sphere must
become the domain of reconciling identity and difference, ground zero of a
democratic enlightenment. Through aesthetic education the private sphere
would become an aesthetic domain of ideas and ideals, senses and sensibilities, perceptions, dispositions, and orientations able to transform identity’s
relation to difference into an aesthetic relation. Though Alexis de Tocqueville
found the private sphere to be apolitical if not antipolitical, as an aesthetic
domain the private sphere would nurture a possible politics having the power
to overcome the construction of difference as otherness and to remake the
politics of civil society and its public sphere.2 Neither utopian nor chimerical,
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the ideas I theorize in A Democratic Enlightenment are rooted in the work of
two radically different thinkers. Both offer powerful theoretical support for
how such a political transformation of the private sphere might occur by way
of a democratic enlightenment aesthetic education can produce by teaching
an ideal of reconciliation through the reconciliation image in film.
Beginning with Walt Whitman in part I, “The Reconciliation Image in
Whitman,” I find an ideal of reconciliation that takes its first visual form as the
reconciliation image, whose evolution I then trace in part II, “The Reconciliation Image in Adorno,” through its second and more advanced visual form
in the aesthetic theory of Theodor Adorno. Its evolution still incomplete, in
part III, “The Reconciliation Image in Film,” I find Adorno’s reconciliation
image taking a third evolutionary form in film.
Throughout its evolutionary development the ideal of reconciliation that
appears in the form of the reconciliation image is a democratic ideal. And the
ideal of reconciliation the reconciliation image visualizes is the core idea of
what I mean by a democratic enlightenment. Hence to recapitulate the principal terms of my argument, a democratic enlightenment, aesthetic education
and its possible politics, and most centrally the reconciliation image around
which all three revolve are all new terms for elaborating a political discourse
of reconciliation through the thought of Whitman, Adorno, and the media
of film.
NE W T E RM S O F P O L
 I T I C AL DI S C O UR S E

If we entertain the possibility of a democratic enlightenment, as I propose we
do, Whitman’s prose and poetry are thrilling to read in the twenty-first century.
Writing at a time when America seemed fated to ever deepening divisions
over the question of race, astonishingly Whitman proposes an ideal of reconciliation that is as alien to his own political times as it is to ours. Surely no ideal
could be more out of sync with the settled prejudices of his day defined by the
racial divide leading to, through, and beyond the Civil War, whose abolition
of slavery and the mutual hatreds born in its wake greatly aggravated. Yet that
very political condition seems to me to explain Whitman’s interest, which was
to create a model of aesthetic education whose reconciliation image taught
the ideal of reconciliation when such an idea seemed incredible. Americans
were to learn to overcome their violence toward difference, lessons mounting a democratic barrier to the evils of constructing difference as otherness.
Through poetry, the reconciliation image would perform its pedagogical work
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in the private sphere, achieving beneath the threshold of the law and politics
an ideal no politics and law had ever achieved, much less imagined, limited
as they are to serving the political will of aesthetically unschooled majorities.
As I explain in part I, the ideal of reconciliation belonging to Whitman’s
poetry consists of three dimensions, which, as taught by the reconciliation
image, are each one of its democratic effects or democratic lessons. The reconciliation image’s first lesson, the all-inclusiveness of differences, imagines
democracy immersing individuals in a world of differences, surrounding
them with differences whose diversity, as Tzvétan Todorov reminds us and
as Whitman agrees, is infinite.3 Infinitely diverse, difference refers not only to
those commonly constructed as other but to any ordinary and extraordinary
way in which individuals appear to be different. And the ideal of reconciliation secondly teaches individuals to be receptive to differences around them,
their receptivity taking forms not less infinite than the diversity of differences
themselves. Finally, the reconciliation image teaches individuals to imitate
differences to which they have learned to be receptive, thus through imitation
becoming different themselves in the images of differences in which democracy immerses them.
So by means of the pedagogy of the reconciliation image it is not just democracy that becomes all-inclusive of differences. Through receptivity and
imitation each person becomes, to recall Whitman’s term of art, a “great composite democratic individual” of diverse differences.4 Though, as Whitman
adds, each one becomes only “more or less” like those one imitates, thus becoming different and discontinuous with one’s self without sacrificing one’s
own identity.5 Since the more all-inclusive democratic society aspires to be,
the more differences there are to be imitated, through imitation individuals
engage in “democratic becoming,” as I call it, such that each comes to imitate a democratically all-inclusive form of life. In Leaves of Grass Whitman
often represents himself as just such an image of democratic becoming to perfectly illustrate how his reconciliation image performs the work of aesthetic
education. Modeling his receptivity to and imitation of all t hose personas his
poetry’s famous lists include, his verse models reconciliation as an aesthetic
ideal and its relation between identity and difference as an aesthetic relation.
For Whitman, the ideal of reconciliation is thus expressed as an aesthetic
ideal in a series of images, the all-inclusive, receptivity, and imitative images.
Hence my term the “reconciliation image,” which expresses the purpose or
rationality of the series of images as a w
 hole. What this means is that reconciliation is not only an aesthetic ideal twice over by virtue of its reconciliation
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image being created by verse to teach identity to create itself differently in the
image of difference. Reconciliation is an aesthetic ideal in still a third sense,
which brings me to the first of my three most controversial arguments.
Whitman writes poetry to create visual images. His reconciliation image
is a verbal-visual semiotic hybrid whereby neither its verbal nor visual construction comes into existence without the other. He accomplishes this aesthetic transformation of the verbal into the visual by writing a poetry having
a critically self-reflexive power to problematize language’s capacity to express
certain ideas, namely essences, realities, truths. Writing poetry to highlight
its own incapacity to represent the essence of things, what lies below the surface of appearances, that is, Whitman confines poetry to appearances—and
appearances find their natural, ideal aesthetic home in visual images. Several
implications follow from his poetry’s self-reflection.
Since appearances in their diversity are irreducible to essences, having
nothing essentially in common all appearances the reconciliation image visually represents are different from each other, which explains why Whitman
holds the diversity of differences to be infinite. And with the reconciliation
image limited to representing appearances, at the level of essences differences
are unknowable, mysterious, producing effects attracting our receptivity.
Lastly, given its ontological primacy of appearances, the reconciliation image
abstains from privileging any appearance of difference according to imperceptible qualities other differences can be said to lack, so that no difference
can be constructed as an other according to some truth it allegedly fails to
correspond to. Whitman’s reconciliation image thus cultivates in each of us a
democratic sensibility to difference, receptivity to the all-inclusiveness of differences through which they become eligible for our imitation. Involving us in
a democratic becoming, he leads us to a possible politics of reconciliation beyond liberalism’s tolerance of difference, which abides the everyday violence
toward difference the private sphere nurtures beneath the threshold of the law.
Whitman’s ideal and image of reconciliation are original discoveries for
bearing no resemblance to the three best-known concepts of reconciliation:
the Christian notion of reconciliation addressed by Paul and Jesus in the oft-
cited “New Testament Letters,” Hegel’s concept in his Phenomenology of Mind
and Philosophy of Right, and its recent codification by the South African
Truth and Reconciliation Commission. While it is arguable that Whitman’s
ideal and image have counterparts in Friedrich Schiller’s On the Aesthetic
Education of Humanity in a Series of Letters, the latter more likely prefigures
Whitman’s discoveries, as I will make clear shortly. But in addition to their
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originality, Whitman’s discoveries are also significant for their theoretical
resemblances to Adorno’s concept of reconciliation, which in view of those
similarities I attempt to think anew.
As I reread Adorno’s Aesthetic Theory in part II in light of Whitman’s prose
and poetry, I find it offers a second, more theorized version of Whitman’s reconciliation image. And placed side by side, both their images appear as more
and less theorized precursors of the reconciliation image I discover in film. So
by studying the resemblances between Whitman’s original form of the reconciliation image and Adorno’s second form, I find Whitman has led us to
Adorno’s more highly developed theoretical form that, by circulating through
the popular media of film, performs the work of a democratic enlightenment
Whitman assigned to the visual image of reconciliation he created through
poetry. Adorno thus becomes Whitman’s and a democratic enlightenment’s
powerful theoretical ally. Yet when the theoretical resemblances between
Whitman and Adorno are examined in the equally bright light of the profound differences between them, which cannot be ignored, how can such reconciliation between the two be imagined?
This brings me to the second of my three most controversial arguments. To
begin with, at one level Whitman and Adorno have a fundamentally different
relationship to enlightenment. Whitman thought Americ a capable of reaching a stage of cultural development higher than the stage of material prosperity he believed to be its economic precondition. Taught by poetry, reconciliation would be the defining element of that higher stage of achievement,
a democratic enlightenment by means of aesthetic education. Adorno rejects
the concept of enlightenment, however, believing, as he and Max Horkheimer
argue in Dialectic of Enlightenment, that enlightenment was driven by a faculty
of reason by its very nature destructive of difference. For proof of reason’s
hostility to difference in the late modern world, they foreground the Holocaust’s destruction of the Jews, though also the universality of the commodity
form, whose economics impress patterns of sameness on all cultural forms of
life. Most important for my purposes, no more than any other form of mass
culture Adorno did not exempt cinema from commodification, which determined that only those films would be produced that reflected cultural values
unreceptive to anything different.
But then there is a deeper level, where I take seriously Horkheimer and
Adorno’s overlooked allusion in Dialectic of Enlightenment’s original preface
to a “positive concept of enlightenment,” which, though their critique of the
concept of enlightenment was intended to “prepare,” they left untheorized.6
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In that same work, I also find evidence for an alternative concept of reason
opposed to the enlightenment concept of reason they indict for destroying difference. There is also the concept of aesthetic rationality Adorno began to
theorize in Aesthetic Theory, which I believe was his attempt to construct the
rational basis for the “positive concept of enlightenment” he and Horkheimer
alluded to in their earlier work. As Adorno began to develop it in Aesthetic
Theory, aesthetic reason was responsible for producing the reconciliation
image in the modern artwork, where it served as the placeholder for a positive enlightenment’s possibility. By sharing the reconciliation image, thus an
aesthetic form of reason productive of the reconciliation image, and an enlightenment the reconciliation image could sustain, Adorno and Whitman
become allies at this deeper level. Whitman’s democratic enlightenment and
Adorno’s positive enlightenment become interchangeable terms.
For purposes of developing this deeper level of argument my approach is
to read Adorno against himself, to find out whether he also made theoretical
arguments opening up the possibility for a democratic or “positive” enlightenment that other of his well-known arguments, in particular with Horkheimer
in Dialectic of Enlightenment, had foreclosed. My approach to Adorno has as its
point of departure his and Horkheimer’s allusion to a positive enlightenment
in Dialectic of Enlightenment they had committed themselves to theorizing, or
preparing, despite failing to do so in that work. It is the great significance of
that allusion, together with the fragmentary evidence in that text for an alternative concept of reason to the idea of reason they indict for implicating us in
the domination of difference, which led me to read Adorno against himself
by fleshing out and further developing his central concept in Aesthetic Theory,
his last work.
Now central to Adorno’s Aesthetic Theory is art’s “aesthetic rationality,”
which by means of its “elements” determines an artwork’s aesthetic form
whenever it becomes the focus of a unique aesthetic experience. When perceived in a certain way, an artwork can be imagined to begin to move as though
under its own power, so it appears, much like a film, as an uninterrupted, continuously flowing moving image that changes as new images emerge to represent features of its aesthetic object not included in the artwork’s original
appearance. Since the differences between an artwork and its aesthetic object
are inexhaustible, the movement of an artwork is endless, for aesthetic reason
determines that aesthetic form is an open whole, open to all differences between
the artwork and its object, all of which are representable in different images
of an original artwork.
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With every new image, through the aesthetic rationality of its aesthetic
form an artwork achieves an instance of reconciliation between its original appearance, its identity, and differences belonging to its aesthetic object, while
it also continues to form ever new images as it ceaselessly pursues reconciliation. By representing the achievement though also the continuous pursuit
of reconciliation, Adorno’s moving, changing reconciliation image represents
reconciliation as a time arrived and a time yet to come, a dual temporality
through its subordination of time to movement. It is thus what Gilles Deleuze
calls a “movement-image,” through which time itself is transformed from a
chronological, quantitative to qualitative time as measured by the changing
images of reconciliation between the artwork and its aesthetic object.
Adorno thus gives us an aesthetic theory of how artworks produce the reconciliation image. When I take up Whitman’s reconciliation image in depth
in part I, I stress those of its properties further anticipating Adorno’s reconciliation image beyond what I earlier highlighted. For Whitman’s reconciliation
image also assumes the continuity of motion and dual temporality belonging to Adorno’s. But all of that must be carefully assembled from Whitman’s
prose and poetry, for unlike Adorno he does not lay out an aesthetic theory
of the reconciliation image. Despite the thoroughness of Adorno’s theoretical explanation for the reconciliation image, though, a problem remains for
him Whitman did not have. If Adorno’s reconciliation image results from the
transformation of an artwork set into continuous motion by aesthetic experience, should there not be images in between the artwork’s original appearance
and the reconciliation image its movement produces, intermediary images
marking the artwork’s progress toward the reconciliation of identity and difference? Whitman has such images, the all-inclusive, receptivity, and imitative
images, each marking serial progress toward the reconciliation image. Adorno
does not.
With this problem in mind I undertake a further development of Adorno’s
reconciliation image. To Adorno’s elements of aesthetic rationality determin hole, I match Whitman’s three
ing the artwork’s aesthetic form as an open w
images and their democratic lessons, which then precede the appearance of
Adorno’s reconciliation image as they do Whitman’s. But Adorno’s concept of
aesthetic rationality invites further consideration of what additional intermediary images might correspond to its elements. Altogether I find Adorno’s reconciliation image to consist of five corresponding images—the identity, difference, all-inclusive, receptivity, and imitative images, with distinct democratic
lessons taught by each—that continuously unfold according to a durational
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concept of movement and time. This is the more highly theorized version of
Whitman’s reconciliation image I find in film in part III. As I describe t here
how Adorno’s reconciliation image unfolds in film, my theoretical interest
will also be to show that his image’s meaning and politics are independent of
the cinematic narrative to which it belongs. My third controversial argument,
this breaks with the practice of those who confine the interpretation of the
meaning and politics of film to its narrative structure.
VI RT U A L EN L I G HT E N M E N T

Everything I have said thus far has focused on the possibility of “the birth
of the new image,” as Deleuze puts it, and on a new form of enlightenment
this new reconciliation image makes possible.7 By theorizing both possibilities Whitman and Adorno then make it possible for me to discover the reconciliation image in film and to theorize the possibility it might serve as the
vehicle of an aesthetic education having political implications for the liberal
private and public spheres. But there is another set of possibilities I have yet
to discuss. What prior historical developments may have contributed to the
emergence of the reconciliation image and the forms of enlightenment, aesthetic education, and politics appearing in Whitman’s and Adorno’s work and
in film?
Here Bergson is very helpful when he writes that “essentially virtual,” the
past “cannot be known as something past u nless we follow and adopt the
movement by which it expands into a present image.”8 Taking Bergson’s recommendation seriously, I want to place myself in a more remote modern past
to “follow and adopt the movement” out of which the reconciliation image
expands into its three visual forms. As a result of doing so, it becomes clear
to me that the reconciliation image did not inevitably and necessarily result
from a teleological or causal path of linear historical development. Rather, the
virtual often appears in the form of contingent resemblances and connections
between various earlier and later developments, which, as they differently
progress at various speeds, in different patterns, and according to different
processes, unpredictably shape future events.
For my purposes the question thus becomes: Between what earlier thinkers and their ideas and Whitman’s, Adorno’s, and film’s reconciliation images
are there resemblances and connections from which the latter may have taken
shape? One set stands out in particular, that of Voltaire’s thought on enlightenment and language, Diderot’s on enlightenment and the visual image, and
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especially Schiller’s on democratic enlightenment, the visual image, aesthetic
education, and reconciliation. Once the connections and resemblances between Voltaire, Diderot, and Schiller on the one hand and Whitman, Adorno,
and film on the other are brought to light, we will have a solid grasp of how
the past was prologue to the expansion of the reconciliation image into its
several forms.
RE S E MBLA N C E S AN D C O N N E C T I O N S :
VOLTA I RE , EN L I G HT E N M E N T, L AN G UAG E

In his 1756 essay “Des Langues,” appearing five years after the publication
of Diderot and d’Alembert’s Encyclopédie, the defining text of the European
Enlightenment, Voltaire assigns languages the authority for the representa
tion and production of all that is known and can be known—in a word, for
enlightenment. Though he concedes languages’ imperfections, when cultivated by “good” and “approved authors” of “sufficient number,” they become
“fixed,” sovereign agencies to which we must “adhere absolutely” if “the books
which provide the instruction and the pleasure of the nations” are not to
be “soon render[ed] unintelligible.”9 Once fixed, a language would be made
useless only if it w
 ere to be revised. By Voltaire’s time certain languages had
already achieved such an elevated status; he privileges Italian, Spanish, En
glish, and French. And since Voltaire had not excluded the possibility other
languages may in the future follow their example, I do not doubt his ambition is for languages to become the universal media of the Enlightenment and
enlightenment.
For Voltaire, then, from its European inception enlightenment has a singular relationship to language. If we need additional proof for the powerful bond
Voltaire forges between enlightenment and language, the first posthumous
collection of his works provides it. Editors of the famous 1784 Kehl edition
of his complete works added “Des Langues” as a final third section to a longer essay by Voltaire entitled “Langues,” which had originally been included
in his 1770–74 Questions sur l’Encyclopédie. By being arranged together with
“Langues” in a text interrogating the Encyclopédie, “Des Langues’ ” further
secures the connection between Voltaire’s valorization of language and the
astonishing enlightenment project launched by the Encyclopédie.10 In the final
analysis, of course, we need only recall Voltaire as the personification of the
Enlightenment for the truest measure of the prerogative he accords language
in the practice of enlightenment.11
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Since Voltaire language has realized his aspiration by becoming the sovereign instrument he imagined would universally perform the work of enlightenment. This comes as no surprise given the civilizing force of language
that for more than three centuries is owed to its ubiquitously dense modern
cultural supports. Moreover the editors of the Encyclopédie to which Voltaire
was a prolific contributor ratified his ambition. Any measure of the salience
of language to the Encyclopédie must begin by considering the breadth, depth,
and sheer magnitude of its collection of more than seventy thousand articles,
which testifies to the unique burden Diderot and d’Alembert determined language would bear in their enlightenment project.
But then t here are the Encyclopédie’s folios of more than three thousand engraved plates and drawings, visual images of the arts and trades whose publication was overseen by Diderot. Whereas from Diderot’s account as reported
in Arthur Wilson’s study, they may have been introduced to compensate for
the poverty of technical knowledge made available by craftsmen protective of
their arts’ and trades’ secrets, or to correct misinformation craftsmen fed to
Encyclopédie essayists suspected of being tax collectors in disguise, the images
also w
 ere intended to accomplish what language could not. As Diderot wrote
when he first described its engravings to his Encyclopédie’s subscribers, “every
thing in it [its collection of plates] is in action and alive.”12 Diderot should be
distinguished from Voltaire by moving toward the visual image as a vehicle of
enlightenment in its own right. The Encyclopédie’s images anticipate Diderot’s
later art criticism and preoccupation with the visual, where the meaning he
attaches to visual images so often exceeds language’s interpretive powers.
Diderot’s encyclopedic images, I am suggesting, signal not only a departure
from but in addition a reaction to the privilege Voltaire accords language in
the process of enlightenment.
RE S E MBLA N C E S AN D C O N N E C T I O N S :
D I D E ROT, E N L I G HT E N M E N T, T HE V I S UAL I M A G E

Since my interest is to record Diderot’s Encyclopédie, as I shall now refer to it,
as the first time in modernity when the discursive practice of enlightenment
is uniquely connected to the visual image, it is instructive to distinguish him
from Voltaire’s linguistic bias. To learn why this connection is significant requires answering two questions: What is the concept of enlightenment at
the heart of Diderot’s Encyclopédie, and in what ways do his visual images
contribute to its formulation? Answering these questions clarifies Diderot’s
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connection between enlightenment and the visual image and also positions
me to recognize the ways he may mark the beginning of a practice of enlightenment thought resembling and connected to Schiller’s, Whitman’s,
Adorno’s, and film.
Enlightenment scholarship has long been divided on the m
 atter of the relationship between language and visual images in Diderot’s Encyclopédie. In The
Discourse of Enlightenment in Eighteenth-Century France: Diderot and the Art of
Philosophizing, however, Daniel Brewer’s interest in the “self-reflexive” work
carried out by the encyclopedic form of Diderot’s project seems to me on balance to help answer my two questions by equally weighting the dominant role
the Encyclopédie assigns language and the unique role it accords visual images.
Not only is the Encyclopédie distinguished by its Promethean efforts to represent all contemporaneous forms of knowledge; more important for Brewer, it
is distinctive for its self-referential attention to its own mode of representing
knowledge’s extant forms. For by privileging its manner of representation—
through meticulous display, classification, and interpretation—over the
knowledge represented, the Encyclopédie represents itself as the order of
knowledge best qualified to judge how all other forms of knowledge are to be
ordered. At the same time, however, such a “critical relation to knowledge,” in
Brewer’s words, also renders its privilege arbitrary for leaving its critical vantage point without justification beyond its brute self-reflexive construction of
privilege itself.13
At the moment the critical vantage point of the Encyclopédie becomes arbitrary, its power to prevail over other forms of knowledge comes to rest on the
power of the ideological values in which it is anchored, those that constitute
the political order that underlies the privileged enlightened order of knowledge informing the Encyclopédie’s representations of knowledge. For Diderot
the most powerful knowledge was the form valued for being most useful.
Knowledge is therefore represented from the standpoint of the material interests and ends it serves. “The Encyclopédie,” Brewer concludes, “is a manifesto of capitalist epistemology, a founding document of bourgeois ideology.”
So powerfully does the Encyclopédie’s own ideology of order emerge from its
voluminous utilitarian exegeses of pragmatic knowledge it represents that it
becomes an idealized exception to the arbitrary rule attached to the Encyclo
pédie’s representation of knowledge. But in the end Diderot’s project becomes
a casualty of its own success. Harnessing its critical relation to knowledge
to the service of “practical ends,” Brewer asserts, “Enlightenment begins to
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self-destruct. . . . Nature, as well as h uman subjects, become yet other objects
of knowledge, possession, and domination.”14
Now at this point Diderot’s more specialized interest in the Encyclopédie’s
engravings is of particular interest to me. Like the encyclopedic text they
accompany, the visual images the plates portray affirm order, utility, possession, mastery—values instrumental to developing rationalized structures
of production and consumption. Enlightenment is visually represented as
savoir faire, as technical expertise able to “bridge the gap between theory and
practice, between conceptual knowledge and its application in and on the
material world,” Brewer insists, and not as savoir, as knowledge for its own
sake.15 Once the privilege that images self-reflexively grant to technocapitalism becomes apparent, any challenge to its arbitrary status is overruled by the
unique visionary power of the pragmatism of the approach to knowledge the
Encyclopédie’s visual images help to enshrine. Yet, despite Brewer’s argument
that the Encyclopédie is the Enlightenment’s anti-enlightenment text, I believe
an alternative case for its visual images can be rooted in the theoretically more
complex semiotic relation between language and visual image Diderot strug
gled with.
It is precisely this level of semiotic complexity Foucault invites us to con ings when he reflects on Velázquez’s Las Meninas. With
sider in The Order of Th
regard to how language might be used to coax Velázquez’s image “little by little”
to “release its illuminations,” he writes, the “relation of language to painting is
an infinite relation. . . . It is in vain that we say what we see; what we see never
resides in what we say.”16 As we know from his Salons, Diderot does not lack
Foucault’s estimate of how the meaning of the image infinitely exceeds language’s capacity to decipher it. And while the overlap of the Salons’ composition
(1759–81) and the publication of the Encyclopédie’s images suggests he thought
of his engravings as possessing the same uncertainty of meaning as painting,
Diderot had earlier been aware of an interpretive gulf between language and
image informing his understanding of the relation between his Encyclopédie’s
visual images and its texts. In his Letter on the Deaf and Dumb (1751), to cite one
example, Diderot reveals “one of the points of view with which I always look
at pictures.” Namely, “everyone who walks through a picture gallery is really
unconsciously acting the part of a deaf man who is amusing himself by examining the dumb who are conversing on subjects familiar to him.”17 Speaking in
languages we neither hear nor speak, images convey meanings exceeding those
the languages we do speak and hear have made sensible.
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 ere is where I locate the limits of Brewer’s argument and possibilities for
H
aligning Diderot’s images with an order very different from the one Brewer
alleges the encyclopedic images self-reflexively privilege. It is not that Brewer
fails to recognize this chasm between language and image central to Diderot’s
thinking. Actually he highlights it, as when he recalls Diderot’s comment in
his Prospectus to the Encyclopédie that “a glance at the object or its represen
tation says more than a page of language.”18 Or when discussing the Salons he
problematizes “the ultimate incommensurability between word and image”
troubling Diderot’s art criticism. In fact, by speculating that the hermeneutic
resistance Diderot attributes to the image “would thus make any truly critical
vantage point inaccessible,” Brewer questions whether the privileged critical
standpoint he claimed was established by the self-reflexive performativity
of Diderot’s image is even intelligible. But regardless of this and other such
evidence Brewer cites to point to the image’s conflict with the Encyclopédie’s
promotion of instrumental reason, he continues to press for the agreement
between the two until concluding, “Perhaps no exclusively human values can
be relied upon to judge this text’s workings. The plates mark the beginnings of
an uncannily familiar technologization of values, an epistemic shift t owards a
kind of techno-humanism that extends to the postindustrial, cybernetic age.”19
Once the indeterminacy of the images’ meanings is theorized, however,
as Foucault allows me to do, I should ask why exclusively human values cease
to be credible representations of the modernity visualized by Diderot’s images. It is only when the Encyclopédie’s images are interpreted from the vantage point of what has become “uncannily familiar” to us in our own time that
the human content they represent disappears behind their technohumanist
dimensions. But rather than from the retrospective present point of view of the
all-too-familiar, when I view Diderot’s images from a location immanent to the
Encyclopédie that becomes available to us when we place ourselves in the past,
as Bergson directed, the images appear to represent other values and possibilities. Even a superficial study of Diderot’s images, including those of the
arts and crafts aligned with technocapitalist values, must also be impressed
by their representations of the h uman imagination’s creativity and play as
offspring of an emancipated reason and by an aesthetic rationality whose relation to the world is expressed through his images’ receptivity to the sheer
diversity of different forms of life. This brief list of exclusively human values
hardly begins to capture the extent of t hose that Diderot’s images inscribe in
their representation of enlightenment. So the connection forged by Diderot
between enlightenment and the visual image is not reducible to the political
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economies of technohumanist, capitalist, and neoliberal cultures. Owing to
the Encyclopédie’s images’ excess of meaning beyond the text, unlike its text
they represent human possibilities that have emerged from obscurity into the
present alongside technocapitalism and should be recognized from a vantage
point informed by the concept of the virtual.
RE S E MBLA N C E S AN D C O N N E C T I O N S : S C HI L L ER , A ESTH ETI C ED U C ATI O N ,
RE CONCI L I AT I O N , T HE V I S UAL I M AG E , DE M OC R ATI C EN L I G H TEN M EN T

Nearly a half century after the inauguration of the Encyclopédie, Schiller’s On
the Aesthetic Education of Humanity in a Series of Letters (hereafter Letters)
revises and extends Diderot’s connections between enlightenment and the
visual image.20 Rather than an enlightenment whose “great idol of our age” is
“Utility,” a complaint Schiller perhaps registers with Diderot’s Encyclopédie in
mind in the second of his twenty-seven letters, in various letters he imagines
an enlightenment coauthored by cosmopolitan “liberal citizen[s]” committed to “liberal principles,” “inalienable rights,” and the “ideal of equality.”21 Far
more than Diderot for his encyclopedic images’ representations of exclusively
human values, Schiller is the first to imagine the possibility of a democratic
enlightenment. Also far more than Kant, as he conveys by indicting the “Enlightenment of the understanding” (die Aufklärung des Verstandes), which in
 hole so little of an ennobling
his “Fifth Letter” he declares “has had on the w
influence . . . it has tended rather to bolster up depravity by providing it with
the support of maxims [Maximen],” a critique of Kant’s faculty of the understanding I shall return to shortly.22 And the ideal a democratic enlightenment
teaches is “reconciliation,” which Schiller proposes is taught by the arts, especially by visual images, as he confirms in letter 26 by stressing that “appearance” (Schein) is “the very essence” of all the fine arts and “what we actually
see with the eye.”23
Hence Schiller’s importance for his resemblances to Diderot by way of enlightenment’s reliance on the pedagogy of the visual arts, and for connections
he makes between the possibility of a democratic enlightenment, its ideal of
reconciliation, and aesthetic education, notably by the visual arts. Schiller’s
connections create new values. Since art, which models a democratic enlightenment by teaching reconciliation, is the “daughter of Freedom,” as he also
declares in his “Second Letter,” as the “construction of true political freedom”
reconciliation is the “most perfect of all the works” of art, thus democracy’s
highest ideal.24
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To show how Schiller’s connections form the richest pool of possibilities
from which the idea of a democratic enlightenment could evolve, my treatment of his Letters tries to answer four questions: What does Schiller mean by
reconciliation? How is reconciliation taught by art? What is the relationship
of reconciliation, art, and aesthetic education to morality, a question of special
importance, as understanding democratic enlightenment as a possibility depends on its answer. Very often Schiller is thought to mean the aesthetic legislates morality as Kant thinks of moral laws, which would violate the bound
aries Schiller drew between the aesthetic and the moral and nullify the ideal
of reconciliation and the idea of democratic enlightenment as possibilities the
work of art teaches. Finally, what is Schiller’s relation to the European Enlightenment? The answer will help to explain the sense in which a democratic
enlightenment is truly democratic.
Composed in the wake of the French Revolution’s most violent period,
Schiller’s Letters are not less critical of the “crude, lawless instincts” of the “lower
and more numerous classes” threatening to destroy the state than of “the cultivated classes” whose “depravation of character” defended a tyranny ensuring
the mutual collapse of the classes, who together only maintained order as “an
equilibrium of evils.”25 Though over the course of the Revolution Schiller
found cause for optimism that a constitutional republic might emerge, his
“Fifth Letter” admitted such a hope was in vain, and “a moment so prodigal
of opportunity” was met by an “unresponsive [in the sense of callous h uman]
race” (ein unempfängliches Geschlecht).26 I want to pay special attention h ere to
how he formulates the conclusion he draws from this state of affairs; the emergence of a moment of hope, “as if [humanity] w
 ere beginning anew” (als ob
er von vorn anfinge), was met with absolute indifference by all warring sides.27
Under conditions of such apathy Schiller declares, “The moral possibility is
wanting [fehlt].”28 I want to underscore that he writes of moral possibility to
make it clear that the possibility for which he hoped in vain he does not also
think of as a moral maxim or moral law but only as the possibility such a moral
principle, that of a democratic republic, might be conceived. For it is against the
backdrop of this clarification, which lays the basis for grasping the relation between the aesthetic and moral as Schiller intended it, thus of his relationship
to Kant, that his concept of reconciliation and the pedagogical role art plays
can be understood.
It is in the context of the French Revolution that Schiller’s Letters lay the
groundwork for his construction of a parallel between the political and philosophical dimensions of the conflict, which he believes to be internal to the
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individual as well as the state, and the pedagogical work of the fine arts. In his
fourth through eleventh letters he frames the political condition of the state
and the existential condition of the individual as each divided and in internal
conflict with itself. Each is an identity opposed to an interiorized difference,
a unity opposed to variety, permanence opposed to change. For Schiller this
internal conflict between the immutable “I” and the continuously varying empirical forms of man, the unity of the state and diversity of those who compose it, admits of only two solutions. Identity is achieved by suppressing or by
being reconciled with difference. Later, in his twelfth through fifteenth letters,
he develops the aesthetic parallel to this opposition. As he introduces its central
concepts, the sensuous, formal, and play impulses, he explains the work each performs separately and all perform together as he weaves them into a discussion
of time, becoming, possibility, receptivity, life, humanity, and reconciliation.
Arguing in his “Eleventh Letter” from the premise that humans are involved in diverse conditions of willing, thinking, and feeling, all owed to a
sensuous existence situating them in time and material processes of becoming, Schiller asks how identity (the “I,” “person,” “personality,” the “self,” “ego,”
or “rational nature”) can persist unchanged in time through all such variations. Considered apart from its sensuous relation to what lies outside of it,
unburdened by time, becoming, and sensuous existence itself, identity remains self-identical, an unsolicited potential for apprehending the infinitely
diverse forms of life populating the world. Considered apart from identity
and its untapped potential, sensuous existence constitutes us as “nothing but
world,” as the “formless content of time” and becoming u ntil the mere matter
we are and are indissolubly a part of becomes the object of identity’s capacity for the sensuous perception of form. Then taking identity and sensuous
existence together, as his concept of man requires, he implicates h umans in
the most fundamental of all human dilemmas, being internally divided within
and against themselves. With the exception of the Hellenes, humanity has
resolved this division in a historically one-sided way. Identity realizes itself
through its sensuous perception of forms whose diversity it “subjugates . . . 
to the unity of [its] own Self.”29 At any particular moment in time, that is,
humanity imposes its identity on difference, retaining its self-sameness by raising
itself to the timeless level of universality.
Following his “Eleventh Letter” Schiller abruptly revises and refines the
terms of this argument. Rather than speaking only generically of humanity as
“something that endures and something that constantly changes,” of the internal
divide between “Person” and “Condition” or “the self and its determinations
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[Bestimmungen],” and so forth, in his “Twelfth Letter” he speaks famously of
the “formal” and “sensuous” impulses.30 To the formal impulse Schiller assigns
the powers of perception through which identity becomes implicated in time
and becoming by giving form to the world. To the sensuous impulse he assigns
the power of conveying impressions of that world responsible for the internal
conditions of an I for whom life troubles its self-identity with its sensuous experience of diversity and relentlessly continuous change.
Yet why does Schiller make this terminological shift, which from this letter
on will figure so prominently in his argument? I believe he wants to explain, in
Kant’s terms, his conception of humanity’s internally conflicting ontological
demands between identity and difference and their counterpart political form
in the revolutionary struggles of his day. Schiller’s purpose is to show the contradiction and its politics to be rooted in one of Kant’s cognitive faculties: the
understanding. Second, through its Kantian account he anticipates arriving at
a solution to this contradiction and its political counterpart he w
 ill introduce
in the aesthetic terms in which he will subsequently describe the artwork and
its work of aesthetic education. By analyzing an all-important faculty Kant
holds belongs to man, Schiller explains what it is in humanity that individually and collectively sustains internal divisions to oppose reconciliation, and
what it is in art that models reconciliation as an ideal toward which individuals and the state, in a word, reason, can strive.
At the very outset of his Letters Schiller problematizes Kant’s faculty of the
understanding for producing concepts whose generalizations omit crucial
particulars belonging to whoever or whatever they represent. He concludes
his “First Letter,” in fact, by alerting his readers to the shortcomings of his
own arguments on the “appearance of beauty” (Erscheinung der Schönheit)
and attributes their weaknesses to his need to refer an object of our sensuous existence to “the understanding,” which by “dissolving the necessary
combination” (notwendigen Bund) of beauty’s elements “dissolved its very
Being.”31 Powerfully launching this argument e arlier in this letter in a reference to Kant’s moral philosophy, he accuses the understanding of having to
“first destroy the object of Inner Sense” before it can assist reason in forming
moral judgments.32 Moreover, he further takes the understanding to task for
“tear[ing] the beautiful body [schönen Körper] [of nature] to pieces by reducing it to concepts.”33 While Schiller’s aggressive critique of Kant’s understanding lays the groundwork for his later claim in his “Fifth Letter” that it failed to
advance the project of enlightenment, as I noted, his insight into the connection
between Kant’s faculty and a failed enlightenment is not fully clarified until his
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“Sixth Letter,” when for purposes of political critique he reenlists the philosophical terms with which he e arlier indicted Kant’s understanding. Schiller
blames the state for employing a system of “classification” through which the
“diversity [die Mannigfaltigkeit] of its citizens . . . the government [der regierende
Teil] ends up losing sight of altogether [by] confusing their concrete reality
with a mere construct of the intellect.” He then censures the state’s classificatory schemes for being productive of laws blind to the particulars of the lower
classes, who cannot respond to such laws other than with a “primitive morality,” annulling their bonds with the state.34
As Schiller thus argues, since Kant’s faculty of the understanding is at fault
for producing concepts omitting characteristics defining their objects, laws
exemplifying the failings of such concepts are likewise at fault for failing to
recognize differences among p eoples that legislation must acknowledge to
treat them justly. With this we grasp the meaning of perhaps Schiller’s most
significant claim in his “Sixth Letter”; namely, that “the all-dividing understanding bestowed its forms” (der alles trennende Verstand seine Formen
erteilten) on we moderns.35 Against this background, which anticipates his
analogy between his form-giving, formal impulse and Kant’s faculty of the understanding, beginning with his “Twelfth Letter” he w
 ill develop this analogy
and its implications for surmounting the conflicts internally dividing the state
and the individual at the forefront of his concerns in his “Eleventh Letter.”
His strategy is to show that Kant’s faculty of reason bears the same relation
to the formal impulse it does to the understanding. Just as for Kant reason
works independently of the understanding while formulating principles that
nevertheless must agree with the understanding’s constitution of our experience of the world, Schiller similarly argues that reason’s autonomous moral
judgments are made in light of how the formal impulse shapes our sensuous experience. Ultimately his argument is that the formal impulse, like the
understanding, limits reason, b ecause its agreement with reason carries its
constitutional biases into reason’s domain. With this “Twelfth Letter” Schiller
positions himself to mount an aesthetic theory of reconciliation.
Whereas Schiller concludes his “Twelfth Letter” by reiterating the problem
he is concerned with upon concluding his “Eleventh Letter,” the terminology he uses in his “Twelfth Letter” to newly conceptualize this problem paves
the way to its solution. To recall, the “Eleventh Letter” ends with Schiller
problematizing man’s self-same identity, which persists without change only
when he “subjugates the manifold diversity of the World to the unity of his
own Self.” Certainly Schiller intends to describe the self ’s unity as dependent
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on an act of violence that subdues but does not abolish the internal conflict
between identity and difference. But here he does so after proposing that our
impulse to subjugation originally lies not with our self, rather with the part
of our nature that is “absolute” or “divine” and is expressed by our disposition to actualize our potential to give all possible forms to the world. For the
“absolute manifestation of [man’s] potential” possesses an “absolute unity of
manifestation”; in other words, its imposition of forms is consistent with identity’s unity.36 While Schiller reminds us man’s divine predisposition is awakened by his sensuous contact with the world, the reduction of the absolute to
the self ’s formative subjugation of the world’s diversity allows man’s sensuous
existence no claim to form beyond the self ’s all-too-human interest in form
for identity’s sake.
With his introduction of the formal and sensuous impulses in his “Twelfth
Letter,” however, Schiller can revise this argument, such that although the possibility of violence continues to shadow the self ’s relationship to its world, the
language of subjugation drops out. Moreover, instead of continuing to speak
of identity’s divided interests between persisting self-same and continually
becoming different through perception’s prolific impositions of forms on a
sensuously diverse world, he complicates this ontology of conflict between
identity and difference by considering both in relation to reason. Distinguishing between the formal and sensuous impulses, on one side, and the rational
nature of man, on the other, he describes the formal impulse as proceeding
from the power of reason, which has “the freedom to bring harmony into the
diversity of [man’s] manifestations [of form], and to affirm his Person among
all his changes of Condition.”37 Reason’s autonomy, however, is l imited by the
very form impulse serving its ends. For the sensuous drive, which “embraces
the w
 hole extent of man’s finite being,” at every moment of time “presses for
reality of [its] existence” against being “suppressed” by the formal impulse,
whose work it is to impart form to the objects of the senses so that “knowledge have content and action [Handelns] purpose.”38 Reason’s freedom, then,
is limited to knowledge and purposes determined by the formal impulse’s
narrowed construction of sensuous experience, which despite encompassing man’s phenomenal existence can, at any single sensible moment in time,
deliver to reason only “individual cases” on which basis it judges (acts) and
makes laws (content) for all time.
Tying together all these parts of Schiller’s argument here is what I find.
“Where, then, the form impulse rules” (Wo also der Formtrieb die Herrschaft
führt) sensuous existence, which is to say where sensuous existence is ruled
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by Kant’s understanding, reason’s “freedom to bring harmony into the diversity of [man’s] manifestations,” to “affirm [man’s] Person among all his
changes of Condition” as “a unity of ideas embracing the whole realm of phenomena,” means that “the judgement of all minds . . . expressed through our
own, the choice of all hearts . . . represented by our action” is no more than the
universalization of the particular.39 What, then, is this particular that itself rules
in the form of a universal law? It is the particular of our own minds and our
own action, in Schiller’s time the particularity of the reason of the European
Enlightenment, which expressed as the universal judgment of all minds and
the universal choice of all hearts he reveals to be the particularity of our reason
passed off as the universality of the all. Put another way, Schiller shows the
Enlightenment’s interest in a unity of ideas and a unified, self-same identity,
to be achieved at the cost of submitting to its “universal laws” the diversity of
different interests of a plurality of identities within and beyond the European
context. Here is an example of the failings of Enlightenment reason as Schiller
grasps them. In Between the World and Me Ta-Nehisi Coates recalls Saul Bellow’s question, “ ‘Who is the Tolstoy of the Zulus?’ ”40 As it was for Schiller,
for us it is a s imple matter to find such evidence of how the particularity of the
Western mind, or in Coates’s case the white Western mind, is universalized
to sustain reason’s “unity” against its divided recognition of nonwhite, non-
Western difference.
What is then decisive in his next two letters is Schiller’s preoccupation
with the central problem of his “Twelfth Letter,” where he worked out that
for Kant, as for the Enlightenment, man’s moral identity is achieved at the
sacrifice of the world’s moral diversity. As I e arlier indicated, this was to be expected from Schiller’s warning that the “forms” our world takes are given to us
by Kant’s “all-dividing understanding.” Functioning like the faculty of understanding, a ruling formal impulse excludes forms of life from t hose eligible for
universalization just as the concepts of the understanding exclude particulars
from its generalizations. Consequently, when at the moment of the French
Revolution Schiller declared, “The moral possibility is wanting,” he was not
referring to the want of political agreement among all warring parties about
which of their conflicting moral solutions should be a dopted, nor to a maxim
reason could affirm as if it were a universal law. To the contrary, he meant a
possible moral solution had not yet been conceived. Hence his critique of the
state for its woefully narrow moral response to the plight of the underclasses,
of “whole classes of men” who had used but “one part of their potentialities”
for moral thought, and of all “the rest” whose moral positions proved how
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“stunted” their moral thought had also become.41 So resolving the contradiction between the formal and sensuous impulses or between identity and difference in their political as well as ontological forms, turns on the possibility
of reason first becoming aware of as diverse a representation of forms of life as
possible. Only after such an awareness of diversity could reason formulate a
universal accommodating all moral possibilities.
This is why in his “Thirteenth Letter” Schiller insists on permitting the sensuous impulse to become “receptive,” open to the world, by being “labile,”
readily open to variation, on multiplying its “facets” to enlarge the “[receptive] surface it presents to phenomena” so humanity has “so much more
world”—so many more possibilities—to “apprehend.”42 And so the formal
impulse will not reprise its subjugation of the senses vastly expanding their
domain, and the senses’ work of reception not displace form’s new work of
representing possibility, he sets ground rules for their reciprocal relation. As
he added in his “Fourteenth Letter,” man “is not to strive for form at the cost
of reality,” which is to say he must not direct his reason, as all warring parties
in the French Revolution sought to do, to universalizing a form of morality
not first based on a prior apprehension of the world’s diverse moral possibilities. And man must not strive “for reality at the cost of form,” meaning
he should not regard the world’s unmediated diversity of moral possibilities
as taking precedent over reason’s finding a moral form of life inclusive of all
differences. Can we not see why Schiller would conclude man’s grasp of t hese
rules would equal a “complete intuition of his human nature,” for they amount
to an intuition supposing two towering achievements.43 As his “Thirteenth
Letter” makes clear, first, by “procuring for the receptive faculty the most
manifold contacts with the world” man will become aware of the widest diversity of moral forms of life possible at a moment in time, and, his receptivity excluding none, “all the more potentialities does he develop” for giving
form to the world. Second, having such new formative powers at its disposal,
reason would develop the “power and depth” to universalize out of all t hose
possibilities it apprehends nothing less than a moral position encompassing
such moral diversity.44
Clearly, Schiller unambiguously distances himself from the Enlightenment
and Kant, whose moral imperatives, rather than oriented t oward the universal reconciliation of identity and difference, achieve universality at the categorical expense of difference. While his relation to Kant has been a m
 atter
of controversy, Schiller appears to settle the matter for us in the astonishing
second footnote of his “Thirteenth Letter.” In Kant’s “transcendental method
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of philosophizing,” he explains, “where everything depends on clearing form
of content . . . free of all admixture with the contingent, one easily falls into
thinking of material things as nothing but an obstacle, and of imagining that
our sensuous nature, just because it happens to be a hindrance in this operation, must of necessity be in conflict with reason. Such a way of thinking is, it
is true, wholly alien to the spirit of the Kantian system, but it may very well be
found in the letter of it.”45
As Schiller finally proposes, if there were historical “cases” of man’s having such an intuition of his capacity to universalize moral principles from his
apprehension of all contemporaneous moral possibilities, “this twofold experience” would “awaken in him a new impulse”—a “play-drive”—directed to
“reconciling becoming with absolute being and change with identity.”46 Reconciliation and its moral possibility consequently emerge as the central political
as well as philosophical problem of Schiller’s Letters, which were to lead his
readers, whoever they may be in particular at whatever particular time they
may live, to the primary source of an aesthetic education igniting the intuition
awakening humanity’s play impulse. Oriented to the reconciliation of identity
and difference, humanity’s play impulse would “solve that problem of politics
in practice” by approaching it “through the problem of the aesthetic, because
it is only through Beauty,” Schiller declares in his “Second Letter,” “that [humanity] makes [its] way to Freedom.”47
Hence art, which throughout the modern period Schiller’s work stands
at the end of proliferated new aesthetic forms he believed collectively modeled the play impulse’s creative capacity to teach reconciliation. He makes this
point precisely in his “Twenty-Second Letter” by referring to developments
in music, poetry, and sculpture showing the arts developing “a more universal form” (mehr allgemeinen Charakter) through which they “tend to become
ever more like each other in their effect upon the mind [auf das Gemüt].”48
The arts’ effect upon the mind, their sheer proliferation of aesthetic forms
teaching humanity its potential for receptivity and perceiving diverse forms of
life, model the fullest potential of humanity itself. But this aesthetic achievement, this art no matter how perfected by its proliferation of aesthetic forms
collectively modeling reconciliation, “can of itself decide nothing as regards
either our insights or our convictions, thus leaving both our intellectual and
our moral worth as yet entirely problematic. . . . [Art] is nevertheless the necessary pre-condition of our attaining to any insight or conviction at all.”49
Aesthetic education only provides reason with a “moral possibility,” the possibility of reconciliation, which had been “wanting.” Art’s pedagogical work
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consists in showing the “infinitude of phenomena” is “subject to the unity of
reason,” which for Schiller h ere means it falls within the “purview,” as he says,
of reason’s interests and influence.50 Modeling the reciprocally capacious sensuous apprehension and formal perception of possibility, art, through its proliferation of aesthetic forms, becomes the precondition for morality by teaching reason the possibility of reconciling identity and difference.51
T H RE E F ORM S O F T HE R E C O N C I L I AT I O N I M A G E
 IB L E P O L I T I C S
A ND I T S P O S S

As certain of its conceptual features have appeared in outline in Schiller’s Let
ters, it becomes possible to begin to imagine what I have called a democratic
enlightenment, which will assume ever more developed forms when I shortly
trace its evolutionary movement from Whitman through Adorno to film.
First there is Schiller’s concept of reconciliation, of identity relinquishing its certainty to become inclusive of and receptive to difference in all the
world’s forms and the moral possibilities they represent. In the concluding
chapter of A Democratic Enlightenment I w
 ill have reason to take up Schiller’s
interest in the imitative (mimetic) aspect of reconciliation through which
identity becomes different in the image of difference, a process of “democratic
becoming” for which Whitman and Adorno will offer more developed formulations in my earlier chapters.
Then there is Schiller’s concept of aesthetic education, of the pedagogy of
artworks modeling reconciliation, especially images of reconciliation teaching receptivity and other democratic lessons, such as imitation, which both
Whitman’s and Adorno’s reconciliation images offer mature versions of.
Finally, there is Schiller’s concept of the reconciliation image appearing
in a universal art form, which anticipates the centrality of film to democratic
enlightenment in ways also to be taken up in my concluding chapter as I describe it at the close of this introduction.
While these three concepts I have found in Schiller’s work place us on the
threshold of imagining a democratic enlightenment as it takes shape in Whitman, Adorno, and film, as her work bears on this possibility I would get ahead
of myself if I did not first engage Gayatri Spivak’s An Aesthetic Education in
the Era of Globalization. Not only is she committed to “productively undoing
another legacy of the European Enlightenment—the aesthetic,” which is also
the defining legacy of a democratic enlightenment. Her project’s critical point
of departure is based on what she describes “as sabotaging Schiller,” whose
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thought is clearly central to my work for its resemblances and connections
to the event of a democratic enlightenment I believe took on its first well-
articulated form with Whitman.52
Despite our different relations to Schiller, Spivak’s efforts to revise the
West’s relationship to the European Enlightenment by productively undoing, not discarding, its aesthetic, and my interest in democratic enlightenment
share strong commitments—first to aesthetic education, though by sabotaging
Schiller she vetoes my claim to valuable pedagogical resources I want to preserve for the benefit of a democratic enlightenment, and second to overcoming
identity’s construction of difference as otherness. So I want to “productively
undo” her argument to enlarge her already expansive view of enlightenment
by defending Schiller’s aesthetics as a decisive virtual moment of transition to
the event of a democratic enlightenment. H
 ere I take seriously her invitation
that since “other imaginations of the Enlightenment will generate other narratives[,] I believe my argument can, mutatis mutandis, work with them.”53
“Only an aesthetic education,” Spivak declares, “can continue to prepare
us” for the threats posed by globalization, for the imposition of a digital
monoculture ruled by capital, that is, having the power to render us deaf to
the voices and insensible to the desires of diverse subaltern populations in the
Western and non-Western worlds, gendered voices and desires preeminent
among them. With the marginalization of the humanities and the creative social sciences resulting from the alignment of the neoliberal university with
globalizing forces, intellectual resistance “at the top” to globalization has been
made “peripheral,” she argues, intensifying her turn to “the subaltern end” for
the oppositional means to disrupt and break through the uniformity of capital’s cyberculture. Yet, as there can be “no global formula” for an aesthetic education, for that would only substitute one monoculture for another, “what,”
she asks, “is the nature of this aesthetic education?”54
At its core is her commitment to reforming the “culture of the citizen”
through “deep language learning,” whose effect on the “training of the imagination” would enable the West, as it enabled her, “to imagine the predicament
of diaspora, exile, refuge.” Hearing, speaking, and reading subaltern languages
and literatures aesthetically educates the linguistically deaf and mute Western
world to the plight of the subaltern other, which is not reducible to an awareness of unmet material wants and needs. When she pledges to “deny resolutely
that the manifest destiny of the United States is (to appear) to give asylum to
the world,” it is not the physical absence of subaltern voices with which Spivak is preoccupied. Rather than w
 hether America is a refuge, it is a m
 atter of
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“remembering that in subalternity also reasonable and rational hang out as a
difference.” No matter how all-inclusive of the subaltern it may be, America’s
generosity t oward the other turns on whether it recognizes the rationality of dif
ference, which the Enlightenment’s parliamentary model of democracy rejects
through republican institutions substituting the reason of some for the reason
of the rest for whom only some are elected to speak. In a phrase resonating
with Adorno’s negative dialectic, she defines imagination as “ ‘thinking absent
things,’ ” absent cultures or rationalities internal to different ways of life.55
According to such formulations, it is clear Spivak does not attribute the
West’s identitarian domination of subaltern worlds to globalization per se,
which is only the latest stage of a process ideologically driven by Eurocentric
reason originating with the Enlightenment. This is why she so often speaks
of the need for “epistemological change” or “epistemological revolution” or
specifically of aesthetic education as “epistemological preparation” for transforming the West’s apodictic rationalist orientation to subaltern rationalities.
Her stress on linguistic diversity does not entail disowning the ideas of the
Enlightenment, however. As the pillar of aesthetic education’s productive undoing, linguistic diversity enables the Enlightenment’s other to “learn to use
the European Enlightenment from below,” to draw upon its own native historical and regional resources for the purpose of “cohabiting with, resisting,
and accommodating what comes from the Enlightenment.”56
Ultimately what is decisive for Spivak is why subaltern languages and
their literatures possess the epistemological power to politically contest the
transcendental status of Western reason and the globalizing authority of the
nation-state buttressed by Western reason’s claims to truth. Only those who
hear, read, and speak subaltern languages can grasp how the West’s insistence
on its own languages as the world’s lingua francas place subaltern populations
in “double binds,” which require they respond to contradictory demands
forcing them to speak, think, and act in languages canceling out their own
tongues’ articulations of their own forms of life.
It is thus a very poignant moment in her book when an exasperated Spivak laments seeming “never to be heard”—as a member of a postcolonial
majority—whenever she is constrained to respond in English to the same
questions repeatedly asked of her. H
 ere Spivak herself serves as an eloquent
example of the way linguistic diversity illuminates the double bind in which
Enlightenment rationality places subaltern populations. For by answering in
English she loses contact with a world of vernacular meaning that would enable her to satisfactorily answer questions put to her, while to answer in her
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native tongue condemns her to remain the inscrutable other to Western audiences. Each such example of the double bind she analyzes differently illustrates what she understands to be aesthetic education’s lesson. Namely, how
linguistic diversity fosters “the work of displacing belief onto the terrain of
the imagination,” permitting the subaltern other to reimagine the rationality
of its own form of life as it becomes aware of the linguistic constraint of tacitly affirming the transcendentalization of Western reason when speaking in a
hegemonic tongue.57
Now for my purposes what is relevant is how Spivak’s linguistic praxis
leads through Kant to our conflicting estimates of Schiller’s contribution to
aesthetic education. As the double bind I cited shows, by highlighting the divided rationalities forming double binds, linguistic diversity incites the imagination to redistribute reason along a horizontal axis inclusive of subaltern
rationalities and rationalities of hegemonic geographical contexts. With this
move the imagination contests the transcendentalization of the latter to make
it the epistemic equal of the former. This reterritorialization of reason, Spivak
persuasively argues, is first suggested by Kant’s “Toward a Perpetual Peace,”
which is “a source-narrative of ‘European’ access to a ‘world’ ” revealing the
double bind in which the world is placed by the European Enlightenment.
Quoting Kant, “The spirit of commerce [Handelsgeist] sooner or later takes
hold of every people, and it cannot exist side by side with war. And of all the
powers (or means) at the disposal of the power of the states, financial power
[Geldmacht] can probably be relied on most. Thus states find themselves
compelled to promote the noble cause of peace, though not exactly from the
mainspring [Triebfeder] of morality.”58
Spivak goes on to argue that his “text signals its undoing and [geograph
ical] re-location.”59 Kant, that is, intimates that perpetual peace rests on a
moral position questioning its own rationality—the nonviolence of the peace
secured by commerce falls short as an “ethical marker of a just society,” such as
economic equality.60 Hence Kant recognizes that his claim, “reason has only
a single united interest,” implicates the world in the double bind of affirming commerce and peace at the cost of justice, or justice at the cost of commerce and nonviolence.61 Yet, she adds, Kant does not try to evade the double
bind “Perpetual Peace” illuminates. According to Spivak’s argument, Kant acknowledges the divided interests of a divided reason entailed by the double
bind, but he does so by placing u nder the category of an “intended m
 istake”
or “as if” assumption his fundamental claim to the contrary that reason possesses a single united interest. What is decisive here is that, by acknowledging
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the double bind through a cautionary reflection on the interest of reason,
in Spivak’s view Kant emerges as “the best of the European Enlightenment,
which recognizes the limits of its powers” of reason.62
Against the background of her framing of Kant, Spivak’s Schiller emerges
as a Kantian more loyal than Kant himself to reason having a single unified interest. While like Kant he thus becomes implicated in the double bind, unlike
Kant his loyalty to an uncompromised unity of reason compels him to deny
his implication. Bent on avoiding the unavoidable double bind of extending
a unified Enlightenment reason to a plurality of rationalities, Schiller adopts
“play” to achieve “a series of balances” between the single united interest of
reason and the multiple interests of competing claims to reason. His unreflective allegiance to reason is embodied in the thought of the “Self as undivided,
as something which can”—citing Schiller’s “Eleventh Letter”—“ ‘annul time,’
or ‘subjugate the manifold variety of the World to [its own] unity.’ ”63 Spivak
concludes that Kant and Schiller “show us two different ways of living in the
double bind,” with Kant forthcoming about the limits of Enlightenment waiting upon an objectively established single interest of reason, and Schiller seeking to defend such a unified interest by looking to the “ ‘play drive’ ” and “art as
a balancing act that will save society.”
Siding with Kant of the “intended mistake” and the “as if ” for broadening
Enlightenment to include recognition of plural claims to reason, especially
those of subaltern populations, Spivak’s disavowal (or “sabotage”) of Schiller
for avoiding the unavoidable double bind in which she implicates him means
he narrows Enlightenment to European reason. Schiller’s aesthetics too are
thus disavowed, as would be the possibility of a democratic enlightenment for
its connections to his ideas of the artwork, aesthetic education, and reconciliation. If her critique of Schiller were correct, that is.
There is no doubt Spivak’s conception of aesthetic education as linguistic
diversity and deep language learning, the illumination of the otherness of subaltern rationalities through deconstructions of the double bind, and Kantian
insight into the divided interests of an ungrounded unity of reason all add up
to a singular aesthetic pedagogy. But there is also no doubt Schiller is innocent of the critique entailed by the invidious distinction she draws between
him and Kant. I want to briefly summarize certain obvious conclusions from
my discussion of Schiller’s Letters to defend his theory of aesthetic education
against Spivak’s critique. I do this to secure the connection between Schiller’s
aesthetics and a democratic enlightenment, and to suggest how her concept
of aesthetic education would derive strength from an alliance with his idea of
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aesthetic education and those influenced by it, such as my own. Is that not
what Spivak means by “working with other imaginations of the Enlightenment
and their narratives”?
To begin with, rather than affirming, in Spivak’s words, “the Self as undivided,” which is actually the concept of self Schiller problematizes in his “Eleventh Letter,” as the eleventh and the letters following it I have also considered
clearly show, Schiller’s self is deeply divided within itself between the claims
of reason and the claims of the senses. Moreover, it would again underappreciate his formulation of the self if its internal divisions w
 ere reduced to a
64
mind-body dualism, as does Spivak at one point. For in Schiller’s view the
senses do not merely convey impressions of the world, but by doing so are
equal to nothing less than world itself and inclusive of all its variations in time.
Hence, when in his “Fourth Letter” Schiller begins to frame his forthcoming
thesis by arguing that in “the complete anthropological view . . . living feeling
too has a voice,” he is alluding to the diversity of p eoples and their forms of
rationality who speak to reason and to whom reason must listen and, upon
hearing, must include. While Schiller acknowledges reason “does indeed de
mand unity,” he insists to the contrary that to accede to its demand for law that
“obtains unconditionally” is a “one-sided moral point of view” productive of
a “defective education if the moral character is able to assert itself only by sacrificing the natural,” only by sacrificing, repressing, subjugating the world of
voices of reason held to lie outside of Reason, in other words. Regarding the
self, then, he understands its faculty of reason to be divided between a loyalty
to legislating unconditional universal laws and the “multiplicity” that “Nature
demands” of reason because of its unavoidable implication in a sensuously
inescapable world of becoming.65
If Schiller’s formulation of a divided self were not evidence enough of his
recognition of reason’s divided interests, we can further recall his discussion
of the state, which, being divided in a way precisely analogous to reason, highlights the latter’s divided interests by arguing their parallel with the state’s
own. When he immediately follows his critique of the unity of reason by adding, “A political constitution will still be very imperfect if it is able to achieve
unity only by suppressing variety,” he impugns the reason of state through its
analogy with reason itself.66 Like reason itself the reason of state is divided between the interests of its own claims to moral law and the diverse and divergent
moral claims of its own body—of its p eoples. So prior to Spivak—perhaps
even prior to Kant, as “Toward a Perpetual Peace” and Schiller’s Letters were
both published in 1795—Schiller brings reason’s double bind into the open by
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giving it a body, a voice, and a face belonging to a diversity of different bodies,
different voices, and different faces.
But for Schiller it is not enough to expose the double bind and its exclusions of subaltern rationalities, as is the purpose of aesthetic education for
Spivak. Yet neither is he content to balance the divided interests of reason
and state in order that the rationality of the politically powerful not always
prevail over the rationality of its other. To Schiller aesthetic education has
as its goal “reconciliation,” which he thinks of as a special form of equality
between unity and diversity, identity and difference, where the rationality of
the powerful or of institutions representing the powerful is not privileged
by constructing the rationalities of diverse differences as subaltern otherness.
While Schiller’s idea of aesthetic education privileged the arts as the vehicle
best able to model and teach reconciliation, however, beyond theorizing the
evolution of aesthetic form he failed to offer examples of artworks playing such
a pedagogical role, a gap in his thought leaving this critical work to those who
come after. With Schiller, we have the concept of reconciliation and of its visual image—but no reconciliation image itself.
F I RS T F ORM O F T HE R E C O N C I L I AT I O N I M AG E: W H I TM A N

With Schiller’s theory of aesthetic education we are thus delivered to the moment a democratic enlightenment is revealed as a possibility in the long course
of its development, when against the backdrop of a series of resemblances and
connections to the work of Voltaire and especially Diderot and Schiller the
reconciliation image appears in its first well-articulated form in the prose and
poetry of Walt Whitman. Since this moment of historical possibility is the
event A Democratic Enlightenment opens with, I can now turn to my chapter-
by-chapter organization of its core ideas and arguments. To begin with, in my
first two chapters I focus on how Whitman’s poetry assembles the reconciliation image I subsequently take up again in Adorno’s aesthetic theory, where
it assumes the mature form that w
 ill eventually appear in film. As the vehicle
of an aesthetic education visualizing a possible politics of reconciliation, the
reconciliation image is the praxis of a democratic enlightenment, hence the
best evidence for the emergence of its possibility. Whitman’s g reat essay of
1871, Democratic Vistas, is the key text that launches my opening arguments.
While compared to the volume of scholarship on his poetry Democratic
Vistas has earned less attention, among studies of special importance are two
offering true measures of its indispensable contribution to understanding
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Whitman. Betsy Erkkila’s Whitman: The Political Poet and George Kateb’s The
Inner Ocean: Individualism and Democratic Culture are notable for approaches
to Whitman’s essay that in different ways are both groundbreaking. Erkkila
finds Whitman’s essay provided “his most sustained and eloquent meditation on the problems and contradictions of democracy in America,” while
Kateb estimates its greatness lies in providing the most powerful expression
of the meaning of democratic culture, which he theorizes as “democratic
individuality.”67
My own interest in chapter 1, “Democratic Vistas: Democratic Enlightenment and Reconciliation,” is to begin to flesh out in Whitman’s prose and poetry the better articulated forms of the ideas their counterparts in Diderot’s
and Schiller’s work have foregrounded. Namely, the purpose of a democratic
enlightenment and the work accomplished through an aesthetic education
whose vehicle, in the following chapter, will then become the reconciliation
image, the visual image charged with teaching reconciliation as democracy’s
highest ideal. To accomplish all this in my first chapter I illuminate a map I
believe Whitman sketched in Democratic Vistas instructing us on how to read
his poetry. My opening chapter is thus divided between discussions of Demo
cratic Vistas and Leaves of Grass.
Democratic Vistas is the site of Whitman’s intellectual struggle with the
issue of what America yet lacks following the prior achievements of its founding and economic development since. I identify the topics he examines and
the questions he struggles with most and the unusual structural logic of his
essay he crafts to discover their answers, and I explore how his questions and
their answers relate democracy in America in the most radical way possible
to the European past from which it emerged and with which, Whitman insists, it must decisively break. I also consider how his vision of what America
lacks—a culture of democratic enlightenment revolving around an aesthetic
education whose mission is to teach the ideal of reconciliation—situates
its democracy in relation to future world history to become America’s most
important democratic vista.
Only aesthetic education’s lesson of reconciliation can establish the demo
cratic conditions for overcoming the construction of difference as otherness,
which is to be democratic America’s world-historical achievement. Thriving
in the liberal private sphere beneath the threshold of politics and the law,
violence toward difference lies beyond political remediation through formal
equality and rights, which explains Whitman’s preoccupation with a culture of
democratic enlightenment and his relative inattention to democratic politics.
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As politics’ surrogate, though, art teaches democratic lessons, making art
Whitman’s politics by other means. America’s democratic prospects rest on
the creation of an indigenous art through which America would lead globally
as the democratic lesson of reconciliation its art taught is replicated within
and beyond American and Eurocentric contexts and wherever t here are subaltern others. Such an art form would be a universal art form, its lesson of
reconciliation the universal meaning of democracy itself.
By leading us to reconciliation as the ideal defining democracy, in Demo
cratic Vistas Whitman thus guides us to the question he intends his poetry
to answer: What is the ideal of the reconciliation of identity and difference?
As my first chapter, halfway through, transitions from Democratic Vistas to
Whitman’s poetry, three dimensions of this ideal will begin to unfold through
the medium of words. If it seems odd to make the point that his ideal of reconciliation takes shape through words as my interpretive work moves from
Democratic Vistas to Whitman’s verse, it is because it does so only in the first
instance, as I explained and as I s hall show when in my second chapter I document the transformation of this ideal as it appears in verse into the aesthetic
form of visual images. In this first chapter my task is preparatory, to lay the
groundwork for this transformation by showing how Whitman constructs
his verse self-reflexively to call attention to certain limits of poetic language,
though also of language in general since poetry in Whitman’s view, regardless of
its limitations, enjoys an epistemic privilege over all other forms of language.
Various poems of his I examine establish these limits clearly, which are the
epistemic premises for each of the three dimensions of his ideal of reconciliation I described in the first part of this introduction.
As I proposed there, poetic language’s incapacity to fathom and formulate
truth, essences, reality is paradoxically an epistemic limit of language empowering democratic society in several ways. Essences being inaccessible to
poetry, poetry aligns democracy with appearances, though in actuality with
differences, since in the absence of knowledge of essences all appearances lack
commonalities and thus appear to be different. At the same time, unable to
know and express truths, poetry offers democracy no apodictic basis on which
it can construct difference as otherness in order to marginalize, discriminate
against, exclude, or exterminate differences. Hence democratic society’s “all-
inclusiveness of differences,” the first dimension of the ideal of reconciliation
and the first democratic lesson poetry’s aesthetic education teaches.
Yet in addition to mounting a barrier to violence toward difference, poetry’s self-reflexive illumination of language’s epistemic limits also creates the
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foundation for reconciliation’s second dimension: democracy’s “receptivity
to differences.” As long as differences, however they appear, are unfathomable,
they are mysterious, and for Whitman mystery is one of the most inspiring
and irresistible sources of our interest in, attraction, openness, responsiveness, in a word, receptivity to the world from which poetry’s creativity flows.
Hence democracy is not simply all-inclusive of differences for having no access to truths on the basis of which difference could be constructed as otherness. Rather, as Whitman’s poetry also teaches, democratic peoples ought to
find mystery to be a defining quality of differences, of persons, nature, and
things, so that their fathomlessness beyond how they differently appear encourages our own receptivity toward them as it encourages poetry’s. Which
brings me to the final dimension of the ideal of reconciliation. Teaching the
all-inclusiveness of and receptivity to differences, poetry then models the imitation of differences, so that through mimetic behavior the nation, its groups
and individuals become different in the images of differences in which poetry’s first two lessons immerse them. All three dimensions of the ideal of
reconciliation, and the democratic lessons poetry teaches, model what I call
“democratic becoming,” which I believe sums up Whitman’s conception of how
aesthetic education is democratic education.
Before describing my second chapter, I want to note a possible critique of
what I propose is Whitman’s ideal of reconciliation I believe I am innocent of
in this first chapter. As Erkkila correctly argues, when stressing both “ ‘reconciliation’ ” and the “ ‘achievement of reconciliation’ ” in Whitman’s poetry, as I
do, one should not give “insufficient attention to the fundamental agon—the
dynamic tension between self and other, I and you—that shapes the drama of
democratic identity in Leaves of Grass. . . . In the poems of Leaves of Grass as in
Democratic Vistas, this drama of democratic identity remains more agonistic
and open ended: a democratic vista that may—or may not—be achieved in
history.”68 From the outset of my introduction I have been in agreement with
Erkkila’s warning on both counts. On the one hand, I have framed the ideal of
reconciliation along with a democratic enlightenment as possible democratic
achievements, though I also believe Whitman thought they might come to
pass if certain cultural conditions were present, aesthetic education paramount
among them. On the other hand, my theoretical interest is in Whitman’s ideal
of the reconciliation between identity and difference. In infinite ways different
from how identities are socially constructed, differences are often at odds with
identity, such that when identity imitates such differences it interiorizes its external agonistic struggles with difference to become different and discontinuous
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with itself. In these agonistic ways Whitman is reconciled with difference
when he “resist[s] any t hing better than [his] own diversity” or when he confesses to being at odds with himself by asking, “Do I contradict myself? Very
well then I contradict myself, (I am large, I contain multitudes.),” which as
I will show in my first chapter are produced by his imitative relationship to
the world of differences that populate it—even to the point of reconciling the
agonistic struggle between his life and his death.69
Earlier I engaged an argument we can now see resembles and has a connection to Whitman’s. Schiller offers an agonistic image of a self internally
divided between reason and sensuousness, the voice of the individual and the
diversity of the world’s voices, the timelessness of eternity and the temporalities of becoming, all contradictions finding reconciliation in the reconciliation of identity and difference.
In Jean-François Lyotard I find the ally the argument I next propose will
need. What he centrally stresses in Discourse, Figure applies directly to my second chapter, “Whitman’s Discovery: Aesthetic Education through the Visual
Image.” From the start of his work Lyotard goes on the offensive, knowing
those who prize the word above all other aesthetic tools w
 ill find offensive
his thought of their meaning ultimately being sublimated in the visual image
lying “deep within discourse.” As Lyotard declares, “This book protests: the
given is not a text, it possesses an inherent thickness, or rather a difference,
which is not to be read, but rather seen.” To be sure, Lyotard does not mean
that to grasp textual signification language must be left b ehind, for the word
is where the visual, “the eye lodged at its core,” is to be found. Since with
Lyotard we must thus begin with language, I began with Whitman’s prose and
poetry in my first chapter, though their meanings, I argue, finally reside in
how Whitman’s verse, what he writes to be read, becomes something to be seen.
What Whitman’s words make seen is his ideal of reconciliation, and they do
so in a visual form irreducible to language’s pursuit of truth from which he
wants to free it. To impute a double meaning to one of Lyotard’s terms, it is
through Whitman’s creation of a “screen of appearances” that his verse’s visual images of reconciliation will find a new form beyond poetry in film. The
meaning of Whitman’s words lie in their visuality.70
Having begun with Whitman’s words, then, in chapter 2 I briefly recall my
first chapter’s discussion of his “Song of the Rolling Earth” to next show how
his verse creates visual images of reconciliation to convey its complex meanings. Here my attention to his verse’s interest in the epistemological limits of
language moves beyond its work of narrowing his focus to appearances to
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showing how appearances find their natural and far more expansive home in
his poetry’s visual images. Whitman’s verse abundantly parades visual images
he creates in various poetic forms. He fashions self-standing visual images in
dependent of the language from which they originated; he authors visual images that continue to rely for their meanings to some extent on language in
order to teach us how to see; and finally he creates visual images that simply
privilege vision outright, for the eye often appears to Whitman to be intrinsically democratic, taking in and attracted to more than its seer intended it to
see, whose image the eye mimetically records on the interior of its lens.
Moreover, since language’s inability to perceive essence, reality, and truth
beyond what we can see not only shifts poetry’s allegiance from essence to
appearance, as I argued in my initial chapter, but from the invisible to the visi
ble, his verse engenders multiple orientations to visual images of appearances.
In the first instance an orientation to the opacity of the visible for offering no
apodictic grounds for excluding the appearance of any, who in the absence of
any perceived commonality must all visibly appear different. In the second
instance an orientation to the unknown, to the mystery and enchantment the
unseen attaches to the seen, which encourages receptivity to the fathomless
visual appearance of difference. And finally the visible orients us to the imitation of differences to whose appearances we have become open and receptive.
Hence my first chapter’s discussions of the three dimensions of reconciliation all give way in chapter 2 to new formulations of the all-inclusive, receptivity, and imitative visual images, each in this series a visual image of one of
reconciliation’s three democratic relations to the appearance of difference. All
three visual images are moreover seen to produce visual effects, or more precisely “democratic effects” for teaching “democratic lessons” in a visual form,
the lessons of all-inclusiveness, receptivity, and the imitation of differences.
Together these effects are productive of a final visual image of reconciliation, a
final democratic effect and democratic lesson expressing the rationality of the
whole series of images tracing the process of becoming different in the image
of difference and reconciliation as a time arrived and a time yet to come.
The reconciliation image is thus a visual image of democratic becoming
whose democratic achievements are legion. All-inclusiveness and receptivity
to difference supplant the mere tolerance of being indifferent to difference,
which is a precarious political attitude of objectivity toward difference easily
swayed toward intolerance. In addition, becoming, as Whitman puts it, “more
or less” different in the image of difference through imitation, opposes the
imitation of difference contributing to the formation of a mass. Whitman’s
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becoming exemplifies what Deleuze means by “repetition as difference.”71
And the apotheosis of this series of visual images, identity becoming reconciled with difference through its all-inclusiveness, receptivity, and imitation
of difference, overcomes the construction of difference as otherness. The reconciliation image thus visualizes the political possibility of democracy’s barrier to evil, reconciliation as a democratic enlightenment’s and democracy’s
possible politics.
When completed, this second chapter shows Whitman’s poetry unfolding through an aesthetic form that is first and foremost political for its visual
images’ democratic pedagogy of reconciliation. But it is also the future aesthetic form the visual images of Whitman’s verse anticipate that is among the
most important and compelling aspects of the relation between his poetry’s
aesthetics and politics and certainly in my argument its most controversial.
For as I show when I take up Whitman’s poem “Eidolons,” it is the mobility
of his poetry’s visual images that governs how their aesthetic form unfolds as
continuously changing visual images of appearances and their differences. In
a word, it is the “duration” of Whitman’s visual images that prefigures the appearance of the reconciliation image in film. While I can make this argument
through Whitman’s work alone, I w
 ill also rely on a collection of theoretical
voices to articulate it in more contemporary terms, notably Bergson and Deleuze, though also Barthes, Bazin, Foucault, Krog, Nietzsche, Plato, Schiller,
and Lyotard to a further extent.
S E COND F O R M O F T HE R E C O N C I L I AT I O N I M A G E: A D O R N O

Before going any further the question I should not postpone is whether Whitman’s project of a democratic enlightenment can meet the objections raised
by Horkheimer and Adorno’s Dialectic of Enlightenment. There we find a critique of reason that, according to how this work has been interpreted by Jürgen Habermas, means there could be no form of reason able to provide the
philosophical resources for the project of enlightenment I argue Whitman envisions. But such a critique of the totality of reason as Habermas attributes to
Horkheimer and Adorno holds only if we allow ourselves to be overwhelmed
by Dialectic of Enlightenment’s theoretical power, which was overdetermined
by the historical context of the Holocaust at the time it was written. By pursuing a reading of this work sensitive to its contextual determinants, against
Habermas I locate an alternative concept of reason stirring within the theoretical interstices of their critique of reason waiting to be discovered, one
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they abandoned and left in a fledgling state u ntil years afterward Adorno
again began to develop it in his final book, Aesthetic Theory. So forceful was
their critique of reason in Dialectic of Enlightenment, in other words, I believe
it all but buried an alternative concept of reason it continues to obscure if
their critique’s overdetermined theoretical power is permitted to conceal its
possibility.
In “First Bridge: Thinking with Adorno against Adorno” my interest is thus
straightforward, though as controversial as my argument that Whitman wrote
poetry to create visual images. It is to open the way to a reinterpretation of the
concept of reason in Dialectic of Enlightenment to which earlier interpretations
of that work have not been sensitive, perhaps due to the historical-contextual
explanation I have suggested, so that in the two chapters following my “First
Bridge” I can then flesh out and develop that concept of reason’s more expansive “aesthetic” form in Aesthetic Theory. The interpretive work I am proposing
is therefore twofold. In Dialectic of Enlightenment t here is an alternative concept of reason to the form of enlightenment rationality on which its critique
is thought to be focused without qualification. After I first retrieve it, I then
discover it has undergone a further, though as yet incompletely articulated
development in Aesthetic Theory that I am able to flesh out and further develop. While I offer evidence for the first part of this argument in my “First
Bridge,” where I retrieve from Dialectic of Enlightenment theoretical resources
for its authors’ alternative concept of reason, later named “aesthetic rationality” by Adorno in Aesthetic Theory, the validity of this alternative concept depends upon the success of my efforts to then flesh out and further develop it
beyond the form it takes in Adorno’s final work. I carry out this second task
in chapters 3, “Aesthetic Reason and Reflexivity, Twin Economies and Demo
cratic Effects,” and 4, “Aesthetic Analogues: Art and Film,” to which my “First
Bridge” leads.
Here is what turns on my approach in chapters 3 and 4 to the concept of
aesthetic rationality in Adorno’s last, great work. By fleshing out and further developing his concept of aesthetic reason in Aesthetic Theory, I secure the rational
core of his concept of reconciliation that in several of its dimensions Whitman’s
own ideal of reconciliation resembles. So rather than allowing the historically
overdetermined critique of reason in Dialectic of Enlightenment to deprive Whitman’s project of democratic enlightenment of a philosophical basis in reason,
after I show that work concealed an alternative concept of reason pointing
toward an alliance with Whitman I turn to Aesthetic Theory to flesh out and
further develop both that concept of reason and its counterpart concept of
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reconciliation. It is thus in this concept of aesthetic reason I find the theoretical resources for an image of reconciliation that emerges as Adorno’s more
evolved form of Whitman’s reconciliation image. Whitman and Adorno’s
shared image of reconciliation thus solidifies their alliance supporting the
former’s project of democratic enlightenment—and also the “positive concept of enlightenment” Horkheimer and Adorno had alluded to but, along
with aesthetic reason, abandoned and left undeveloped in Dialectic of Enlight
enment. It will be Adorno’s more evolved form of the reconciliation image,
which in part he shares with Whitman, that I eventually find in film.
Finally, though, there is the question of Horkheimer and Adorno’s critique
of the culture industry and, for my purposes, especially Adorno’s critique of
film’s contribution to the culture industry’s creation of a society whose rationality is hostile to difference and to reconciliation as he and Whitman understand it. But if I can show Adorno’s Aesthetic Theory is home to a concept of
aesthetic reason that serves as the philosophical basis for a project of demo
cratic enlightenment and its reconciliation image in film, Adorno is not only
aligned with Whitman. I have also found evidence of theoretical resources
in Adorno’s later thought running in a direction opposite the line of critical
thought dominating his thinking throughout his work on enlightenment, the
culture industry, and film.
Hence “Thinking with Adorno against Adorno,” the title of my “First Bridge.”
But a reading of Adorno such as I propose t here is finally of a w
 hole only if
I then find evidence in his Aesthetic Theory that a reconciliation image he had
confined to modern art can eventually be found in film. So before discovering the reconciliation image in film, fleshing out and developing the concept
of aesthetic reason on which his reconciliation image rests must be my preliminary undertaking in my third and fourth chapters. Here, then, is the order
of these arguments in all: “First Bridge,” retrieval of an alternative, fledgling
concept of aesthetic reason; chapters 3 and 4, fleshing out and developing that
concept of aesthetic reason as the foundation for the reconciliation image;
final chapters, discovering the reconciliation image in film. Given their controversial nature, a final interpretive note of explanation for this “First Bridge”
and its two following chapters may be useful.
It is not uncommon for theorists and philosophers to read thinkers against
themselves. One telling illustration of this intellectual strategy is included in
my second chapter, where I briefly take up Deleuze’s reading of Plato, through
which he shows how Plato can be understood as having supported a position
in the Sophist, Theatetus, and Timaeus productive of a “model of difference in
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itself ” that is also contrary to arguments Plato made in his earlier dialogues.72
The upshot of this is that Deleuze’s juxtaposition of Plato’s e arlier opposition
to and later support for his own concept of difference in itself in Difference
and Repetition proves Plato to be a stronger ally than opponent of Deleuze, as
Plato is shown as having created theoretical space in his work for a position
Deleuze develops that other of Plato’s works do not allow for. Such a radical approach to Horkheimer and Adorno as I have proposed, which parallels
the strategy of Deleuze’s reading of Plato against himself, is thus not without
precedents. In my “First Bridge” and third and fourth chapters, I attempt to
overcome Horkheimer and Adorno’s stress on the catastrophic consequences
of enlightenment reason in their work through my efforts to retrieve and develop other theoretical resources from both their e arlier and l ater work in support of Whitman’s and their own enlightenment ideal of reconciliation.
While there are many differences between our projects, a second example
of this interpretive approach is Krzysztof Ziarek’s The Force of Art. It begins, as
do I, by recognizing that Adorno (and, for Ziarek, Heidegger) launched a revision of aesthetic categories that, since it was “only intimated and not carried
through by these thinkers,” failed to realize the “transformative potential for
art.” “Taking Heidegger’s and Adorno’s insights as [his] point of departure,”
Ziarek completes a revision of aesthetic categories leading to a reconceptualization of power as “power-free relationality.” Importantly, his new concept
of power also runs contrary to Adorno, whose claim “The violence and power
in art . . . happen for the sake of nonviolence” Ziarek replaces with the idea of
the artwork as a “forcework”—“a force that is no longer violent . . . but rather
releas[es] forces into reciprocal shaping and becoming” that transform our
ideas of “what it means to work and act.”73 A highly original argument, Ziarek
reads Adorno against himself to propose a reconstruction of power other of
Adorno’s works would not support.
T H I RD F OR M O F T HE R E C O N C I L I AT I O N I M A G E: FI L M

When I conclude chapter 4 by completing my work of fleshing out and developing Adorno’s concept of aesthetic reason begun in chapter 3, to which
my “First Bridge” led, I have conceptualized a second evolutionary form of
the reconciliation image for which I have found Adorno’s aesthetic theory to
be the philosophical basis. Before discovering the reconciliation image in film
in the concluding chapters of part III, however, since my interest throughout
has been to theorize the reconciliation image as the pedagogical vehicle of
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aesthetic education and a democratic enlightenment, there is a third and final
controversial argument I must make. By focusing on theorizing the reconciliation image, I make implicit in my argument from its outset what I make
explicit in my “Second Bridge: The Reconciliation Image versus the Narrative
Structure of Film.” With the reconciliation image I am proposing an alternative
to the practice of understanding the politics of film through interpretations
confined to films’ narrative structures. Too often the politics of film narratives are interpretively privileged to the neglect of the politics of the images
of which film narratives consist. Or the politics of images are reduced to the
politics of film narratives.
Viewed apart from their narratives, images very often challenge meanings
and politics attributed to the film narrative in which they appear, as does the
reconciliation image in film, as I intend to show in my concluding chapters.
Yet I also recognize the film image owes its very existence to the narrative
structure of film. So after beginning my “Second Bridge” by summarizing the
two forms of the reconciliation image I have theorized to that point, I then
argue it is necessary to account for the aesthetic and political work the reconciliation image performs independently of its film’s narrative, though also
for the collaborative work between film narrative and its reconciliation image.
Here I want to show the reconciliation image is at odds with the film narrative
to which it belongs and, at the same time, is continuous with that narrative.
This approach, I believe, is able to appreciate how the reconciliation image in
film represents a possible politics of reconciliation opposed to the politics of
a film’s narrative structure.
Of the theoretical approaches to this problem, my preference is to base an
understanding of film images on Bergson’s model of perception, which I believe best allows film images to be thought about in ways I have just described.
For theoretical support I turn to Brian Massumi’s remarkable Parables for the
Virtual, which develops Bergson’s theory of perception in a way very useful
to this project. As for the value of my argument on the politics of the image
versus the politics of the narrative structure of film, if I am able to show that
images possess possible meanings and possible politics exceeding those of the
narratives to which they belong, I can speak of the reconciliation image in
film as Schiller, Whitman, and Adorno (if he is read against himself) spoke
of art: as a form of aesthetic education illuminating the political possibility of
reconciliation.
With my “Second Bridge” behind me, in chapters 5, “The Help: Entangled
in a Becoming,” and 6, “Gentleman’s Agreement: Beyond Tolerance,” I bring
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all of the preceding chapters to bear on the task of discovering the reconciliation image and its possible politics in film. I analyze two films both
concerned with the plight of difference constructed as the other, The Help
and Gentleman’s Agreement, whose interests are in racism and anti-Semitism,
respectively. While neither film sets out to narrate a historical course t oward
reconciliation, in both films the reconciliation image is nevertheless there,
aesthetically constructing and pointing to a possible politics of reconciliation
to which the narrative gives birth even as it also explicitly and loudly opposes
its possibility.
Following these analyses, in chapter 7, “The Reconciliation Image in Film
as Universal Art Form,” I explore the possibility that the reconciliation image
in film approaches a universal art form as Schiller may have allowed us to
imagine it. For if it were to model the reconciliation of identity and difference on a universal cultural scale, as the pedagogical vehicle of a democratic
enlightenment the reconciliation image in film would encourage the thought
that it represents an enlightenment oriented to difference beyond Western
geopolitical borders, thus beyond the horizons of the European Enlightenment. It is in this context that Schiller’s concept of imitation first comes into
play as a determinant in the genealogical history of the reconciliation image
in film imagined as a universal art form.
In dark democratic times such idealism as A Democratic Enlightenment represents hardly seems justified. So I look to those whose times were as dark as
ours but who, despite their damaged worlds, miraculously imagined possible
enlightenments. Hence I look to Schiller, and to Whitman and Adorno in par
ticular, and to the latter especially when we ask him to think against himself.
We can hardly ask less of ourselves.
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